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passing futures

Floor 4, Addingcombe’s Sinkmoor Estate, part of the Earth Corporation’s charitable (Homeland Affordable
Accommodation) KinderKingdom. Standing between location for film and film itself is octogenarian Mrs Grant
stuck without a lift service for months. Common reality fictionalized through Daily Chronicle viEw55 image.

(Telegraph screengrab rip)

future 1948-2016 notional curriculum text found in 2009 supermarket bag

Note: image scanned from cover ‘No Wonderland For Workers’ -- Students & Scholars Against Corporate
Misbehaviour (SACOM, Hong Kong 2016); part of ‘Looking for Mickey Mouse’s Conscience’ no more iSlave
campaign monitoring the labour practices of international brands and advocates for labour rights in mainland
China.

1999-2009. Addingcombe’s Mike Weller alterity character writes for an Earth
Corporation Pride Self-Publishing platform built for viEw 55 devices.

WordPress blog entry posted after Michael J. Weller’s Home’Baked Slow
Science Fictions pamphlets were finished. Written on a fontwriter, saved on
floppies, then—

Enlarged rogue shadow exposure appearing on Spurious Purple e-shots — left-field corner colour scans

Enlarged drogue line exposure from Intermittent vol 2 no 1 scan

Appearing in digital location for film enabling smudged line blank—Ө venus to
move

through 3World in 4Time as EarthCo drogue character Mikey J. Kalooki.

the distant drum
As former artist alterity, real time character Mike Weller first drew nonCaucasians and people of colour at agency Gymer and Jensen in the early ‘60s.
One of few small advertising agencies specializing overseas and operating from
London: G&J’s clients were mainly US, European or British firms working
through West African proxies concentrated in Ghana and Nigeria—a 3World
click away from Addingcombe in 4Time.
Weller drew commercially, first as junior print production assistant in the
publicity department of Flowfast and Cliptape (Beckenham ’62-’63, later
fictionalized as Dedbrickton) before working at Mogul Studios.
Old freelance illustrators competed to draw ethnicity in black and white
drawings for Gymer and Jensen. Strict instructions were given not to use
mechanical tints or sketched shading offensive to black and coloured people:
drawing techniques considered unacceptable as styles of depiction for older
letterpress reproduction still in use in the sixties on the African continent.
For white European commercial artists not using tone, depicting African
ethnicity in line drawings required insight and intuition along with
draughtsmanship skills not relying on tints, shading or “colouring”. Young
Weller had drawing skills submitted and approved by Lagos-based clients.
Mr Jensen stopped looking further than his in-house studio. Better, he had no
need to buy skills from freelance artists nor pay their professional rates. Mike,
working for the firm as print buyer on unimpressive staff wages was
subseqently commissioned to illustrate DRUM’s ads. His pen and ink pictures
of African families were successful in Accra and Lagos.
Mike Weller’s next job was at Mogul’s, Camden Town ’65-‘69. Here Mike’s
lettering, pencilling and inking skills were employed in the production of cheap
USA imitation comic books. Black ethnicity was not required for representation
in Sid Muddleton’s and Nick Muir’s Teenbeat Marvelettes comics.

Muddleton and Muir didn’t like Mike Weller’s “incomprehensible” stories or
his attempts at creative characterization.
Failing to join Mogul’s own Teenbeat Marvelettes comic superhero team with
invented character “Captain Stelling”, Mike Weller used pen-name ‘Stelling’ to
write and draw underground cartoons for the Alternative Press. Along with US
‘comix’ Weller was reading and listening to new British and Caribbean poetries
and inventing alternative realities for other more poetic Mike Wellers to live in.
After drawing a few space-filling vignettes for underground magazine ITWOZ
Mike began to depict ethnicity in background cartoon characters, breaking “no
shading”, “no cross-hatching” and “no colouring” rules in representation of
black people for Mike’s one-off “Cap Stelling” poetry comic. Depictions distant
DRUM magazine would not approve of.

Enlarged panel scanned from Cap Stelling’s cOZmic Comics no. 3 ‘Belle of the Ball’ cartoon tale (H. Bunch
Associates, 1972) edited by Felix Dennis with original ‘Frankenstien’ misspelling digitally corrected here.

Weller’s political sci-fi ( zeroxed fanzine 1988 no. 2, 1980)

Within a few years the UK underground press had been replaced by new
generation punk fanzines. The hippy generation’s younger siblings began
printing DIY publications on school, library, office or pay-for high-street
photocopiers out of dole money; expecting gig, shop and mail-order sales.
As written by character MJ in Mike Weller’s Space Opera, one particular Mike
Weller alterity had been written out of advertising, music, comics, graphic
novels and other late 20c cultural industries by an alter-ego author using the
name MJ. By 1977 his “Mick” character felt lucky having work as a factory
cleaner.The MJ alterity could build Mike Wheeler characters from clay like
monster golems.
Between unemployment and numerous Dedbrickton office, shops and factory
jobs in the ‘70s character Mike, or Mick Weller, found many of his workmates
were young African-Caribbean men and women.
Driven to write and print his own DIY zine tales Mike developed
characterizations of black workmates; making drawings without pen and ink
shaded “colouring”.

Illustrating black characters was an ability Mr Weller perfected in his Gymer
and Jensen days twenty years before. In the early ‘80ies, after punk, shading
and colouring ethnicity became more universal and acceptable with growth
and popularity of new style R & B soul music, soul food and BAME idents.
Mike “named” his zine fiction characters “Maude Frank” (1988, ’79-‘80) and
“Glenford Gates” (The Comical Story of the Arbiter, 1983).

Glenford Gates drawn (centre)

Author’s rumpled hand-coloured cover for The Comical Story of the Arbiter (Pop Laboratory, 1983)

Through his alterity character “MJ”; Mike Weller made life imitate art . Within
days Mike’s character “Glenford Gates” came alive like a golem in realtime.
New character Anton Alexander leapt from pages of Weller’s comic zine into
wonderful life conjured into reality by troubled and troubling writer-inresidence “MJ”.
MJ—a magus learned in the darkest of kabbalistic arts made fiction real. A
communist and atheist writer-in-residence playing Satan for Christian readers
interested in reading the Devil’s complete works.

Fading grey cassette fontwriter pages 3 and 4 ‘The Superheroes of Croydon’ #5: biro-proofed notes to zine
tale written 2013 featuring characters Max Chad, Anton Alexander and M J scanned from ‘folders full of
pansem(icks)’

With character Mike fearful of sinister possession by the evil one: he seemed
gifted for a short period of time with scary ability to make devilish fiction
somehow alive. So much so, one Mike Weller alterity was invited by his madeup born-again Christian comic artist character “Glenford Gates” to get
exorcised, mid-80ies, at Croydon pentecostal’s protestant church.

This Mr Weller was thrown off kilter by the consequence of this visit.
Evangelical folks in a mostly African-Caribbean congregation refused to believe
Mike wasn’t Cliff Richard.
“Cliff! Cliff!”, dozens in the congregation yelled out. Traumatised by the
experience of being surrounded and worshipped by so many pan- African
Jesus-loving female cliff-hangers Mister Weller quickly penned new ‘Jews for
Jesus’ character “Max Chad”—if Max Chad didn’t exist he would need to soon.

the arbiters
Mr Weller’s character-surnaming may have unconsciously arrived from old
sound echoes of ‘50s schoolday assembly registers, or names like “Nick Muir”
vaguely recollected from vintage radio and tv entertainment. Comedy writer
Frank Muir was memorable with ‘tauche and spotted dickie bow. There was
something of a RAFish Noel Coward about him. Funny to imagine Stelling’s
early Mr White comical character wearing cathode colour on a black and white
television set. (Frank Muir also actor-managed an Addingcombe-like Surrey
village amateur dramatic society according to his wiki entry).
Other characters mirrored real-life persons.
— How do you wish to be named in my fiction character MJ asks Mike’s
transforming, transformed character “Glenford Gates”—?
— Anton Alexander laughs new character “Anton Alexander” into existence
offering Mike a high-five into new fictional identity.

fading page 5 of The Superheroes of Croydon no. 5

E. D. G. E. characters
From Addingcombe’s Piggott Road area, Sinkmoor Estate and Grunge Hill
school MJ drew on Mike Weller’s old ITWOZ alter-ego Cap Stelling to draw, in
turn, the outline of a cartoon character without gender or human identity.
An abstract mark: line, smudge, matchstick doodle -- nothing more than a
nullimaginative scribble in the form of line illustration suitable for black and
white newspaper reproduction in the Croydon Reporter or Daily Chronicle.
As text, the mark is figurative enough for MJ’s Grunge Hill Grime Cartoon
Fiction teacher character Kevin Harris to decipher blankœ as member of
Addingcombe superhero team E.D.G.E.

Ө

(blankœ) venis venn diaphram

Ditte Scarlan
Glenford 3
Emily Charlotte Brambling
BLANKO
blankӨ lines-in-making//tale-undertaking//fakin’ out

.,

–Blonk0 venice

sent illustrator Miró d’ Biró (another MJ character) an envelope from folders
full of Mick with new instructions –
Forget developing Harris as character. He’s shite. So is EarthCo self-published
fiction. Addingcombe is hidden village within Dedbrickton becoming
Daggertown/Daggerton

Use Harris as title of one of your unreadable Pat Boone long poems with every
conceivable stammering, stuttering, incomprehensible language made up of
drogue lines, marks, grimy smudges, typoes, strange accents, strange
accidents, total misunderstanding
Start now. Illustrate it, Miró. This is how I’d like you to do it—

Recent past—2016 (Social Reality Earthtime)

Draw tracksuited hoodies entering O2 Arena surrounded by security.
“Bustin’ lyric and rhyme with bashment man Kanye West replacing Riannah.”
blankӨ, drawn hood flavour leaves Addingcombe for O2 Arena
joining Skepta, Fekky, Krept & Konan, Big Mike, Novelist and The Square , DeeJ
Illz, General Courts, Grandmixer NAA grime crew, MC Syder, Lolingo, Hilts &
Streema, Blakie, Dee C, Lewisham McDeez , Al Homes, JME , Allan Kingdom,
Theophilus London, Miró d’ Biro, Vic Mensa, Wiley, 70 -year-old White Man,
Endless, Wretch 32, Chipmunk, Danny B, Dimples, Bossman, Frisco, Cell 22,
Cookie & Scorcher.
MJ processes Kevin Harris’s illustrator Miró d’Biró into 3World’s Micropax
psalm-top viEw 55 device.

—

Original, slightly enlarged rogue line from untidy scans appearing in Mike’s
reproduced seriZines when reproduced online.
A line in fiction enabling character BlankӨ to enter 3World in 4Time disguised
as abandoned supermarket bag found in back alley; carrying Black British
History 1948-2016 imagined as notional curriculum text for phantom
Addingcombe Grunge Hill school students in Daggerton (formerly
Dedbrickton).
Dedbrickton (location of Slow Fiction’s EarthCo Pride Self-Publishing platform)
emerges from fog first time since 2009’s concluding pamphlet in MJ Weller’s
‘Slow Science Fiction’ series.

Pictures sourced from ME art gallery Beckenham. Small town situated within dormitory suburb Bromley—
England’s mixed southeast region fictionalized in Addingcombe by characters “Mike Wheeler” and “Mikey J.
Kalooki” as Dedbrickton—Weller’s poetic southeast London past & present sci-fi’d as Daggerton after its
onetime rock star resident John Dagger.
As part of intermittent fiction—real time gallery owner Joe Lewis, famous artist Endless and musicians Lisa
Maffia & Wretch 32 are sampled appearing at Dedbrickton’s nullimagined EarthCo YOU gallery—screengrab
rips fictionalized as wellerversal Croydon Reporter viEw55 shots.

1980s characters Mike Wheeler (sporting Beatle moptop) and Anton Alexander
(“shhhh...keep this under your wig, Mikey”) after visiting and interviewing
West Indian writer, scholar and political revolutionary CLR James just before
his death 1989 (Social Reality Earthtime).
Mike and Anton discover lens into Daggerton through drogue viEw55
exposures.
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